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expansor 

PSU (napajeci zdroj) s expanderem 
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English Installation Instruction 
& Before starting to install and work with this device, please • read the Safety Instructions. 

Introduction to the SPCP332/333 

11. Battery Connectors {BAT+, BAT-): 2.5 A fuses 

SPC PSU Expander 

12. PSU 4-pin Interface: Connects to item 9, Power and Data 
The SPCP332/333 allows monitoring of distributed Power Connector, with a straight through cable. 
Supply Units {PSUs) anywhere on the SPC X-BUS. The 

13. Tamper By-pass [LK1] 
Expander receives power and data directly from the PSU via a The jumper setting determines the operation of the tamper. 
connector cable and interfaces with the SPC controller via the The tamper operation can be overridden by fitting LK1 _ The 
SPC X:BUS: The Expander monitors the PSU for over-current, engineer must ensure that LK1 is removed before leaving 
fuse fail, mains / AC fail, PSU fail, communications fail, and site for the system to comply with standards. 
battery problems. . 
The SPCP332/333 and PSU incorporate the following elements, 14. Front Tamper Switch . . . 
as shown in The Expander has a front tamper switch with spring. When 
Fig. 1: the lid is closed the spring closes the switch. 

I See Fig: I 1 I SPCP332/333 Mounted on PSU I 15. Buzzer 
Power Supply Unit 
1. Mains Input Block 
2. Input Transformer 
3. Mains Power LED {the LED status is shown in Appendix A: 

LED Status) 

The buzzer is activated in order to locate the Expander {see 
SPC Configuration Manual). Inputs: The Expander has 8 on
board zone inputs that can be configured as intruder alarm 
zones on the SPC system. 

16. Manual Addressing Switches 

The switches allow manual setting of the ID of each 
Expander in the system. 

23. PSU Tamper Switch and Bypass: Bypass must be fitted if 
Expander is mounted on top and if in a small enclosure. 

24. Termination Jumper: This jumper as a default is always fitted, 
however, when wiring for Star configuration this fitting should 
be removed. For more information, see Section - Wiring the 
X-BUS Interface. 

(I] 

When connecting a battery to the Power Supply Unit, 
ensure that the positive and negative leads are 
connected to their respective terminals on the PSU. 
Ensure that all safety precautions are adhered to 
when handling connectors, wires, terminals and 
PCBs. 

Charging the Battery Via PSU 
During normal operation, the Power Supply Unit {PSU) 
continuously trickle charges the battery. If the mains power fails, 
the battery supplies power to the PSU outputs until such time as 

the battery output voltage drops to 10.5 V DC {see Section 10, 
Deep Discharge Protection) and the SPCP332/333 instructs the 
PSU to tum off. 4. Fuse Fail LED {the LED status is shown in Appendix A: LED 

Status) 
5. Battery Charge State LED {the LED status is shown in 

Appendix A: LED Status) 

17. X-BUS Status LED �iring the X-BUS interface 
The LED indicates the status of the X-BUS when the system . . . 

6. Current Limit LED {the LED status is shown in Appendix A: 
LED Status) 

7. Status LED {the LED status is shown in Appendix A: LED 
Status) 

8. Battery Selector {the Battery selector options are shown in 
Appendix B: Link Position): If the battery type selected does 

not match the battery, it will cause the battery to charge 
either too slowly, and not reach the 80 % capacity in the 
required time, or too quickly, reducing the life of the battery. 
The jumper is not fitted as a default, but is in with the battery 
leads. The PSU shows a fault if the jumper is not fitted. 

9. PSU 4-pin Interface: Connects to item 12, Power and Data 

Connector, with a straight through cable. 
10. PSU Outputs {output 1, output 2): Each output is fused 

separately with electronic 1 Amp fuses. 

CAUTION 
The total load current drawn from outputs 1 and 2 
combined should not exceed 1.5 Amps. This is to 
ensure that enough power is available to charge the 
battery to 80 % of its normal capacity within 24 hours. 
If more power is required on the system, consider 
connecting an additional or higher rated PSU. 

is in FULL ENGINEER mode as shown below· The X-BUS interface provides connection of expanders and ' · 
keypads to the SPC Controller. The X-BUS can be wired in a 
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t!��le Flashes regularly The X-BUS communications status is types. {once every 1.5 OK. NOTE: Maximum System cable length = number of Expanders ,>-s _e _c _on_d_s _ a�•P�Pro_ x_ .�l --t-- - - - -�- - - - - -------, and Keypads in the system x maximum distance for cable type. 

Flashes quickly Indicates end of line expander or 
{once every 0.2 break in expanders {excludes star or 
seconds approx.) multi-drop confiourations) 

Tab. 1 Technical Specification 

18. Outputs: The Expander provides two programmable outputs 

for use on the SPC system. 
19. Inputs: The Expander has 8 on-board zone inputs that can 

be configured as intruder alarm zones on the SPC system 
{see Section - Wiring the Inputs). 

20. Auxiliary Power Supply (12 V): These are used to power 
auxiliary devices to a maximum of 200 mA, subject to the 
1.5 A maximum limit on the SPC PSU mains supply. 

21. Input Power: No input power is required if Expander is 

connected to PSU 
22. X-BUS Interface: The communications bus connects 

Expanders on the SPC system. 

Cable Type Distance 
CQR standard alarm cable 200 m 
UTP Category: 5 {solid core) 400 m 
Belden 9829 400 m 
IYSTY 2 x 2 x 0.6 {min) 400 m 

Tab. 2 Cable Types and Distances 






